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When choosing a browser for your phone, you need to consider the smaller data connection, the smaller screen, and the types of tasks you need or want to do on your handset. Here's a look at some of the most popular Android browsers, to help you decide which one is right for you. Note: Although third-
party browsers are available for iOS as well as Android, Apple does not allow these tools to completely replace the built-in Safari browser. For this reason, we have chosen to focus on Android browsers here. (For a detailed assessment of desktop and laptop browser options, see Which browser should you
use? For tips, changes and add-ons to improve the performance of your Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer or Safari browser, see 21 ways to buff up your browser. Dolphin Browser HD lets you create a webzine. Dolphin Browser HDIf you are an RSS demon, Dolphin Browser HD can become your new
best friend. Dolphin lets you create a webzine from the RSS feeds of popular websites, featuring simplified versions of web pages with much of the clutter removed to make them easier to read. While Dolphin can't turn every website into a webzine, it's a handy tool for people who read a lot on the web.
Dolphin also supports tab navigation and gesture controls, allowing you to issue instructions specific to your mobile device by drawing shapes on the touch screen. You can draw a circle to reload the page, for example, or you can draw an F to ask the browser to load Facebook.Firefox for AndroidLike its
desktop counterpart, Firefox for Android is all about add-ons, which, for the mobile version, include URL FIX (to correct common typing errors in URLs) and playlist (to save web pages to read offline). Firefox for Android is a great choice for users who want to modify and adjust their browsers, and add their
own personal keys. Unfortunately, the browser can be a little slow to start, and it consumes a lot of RAM - a potential problem if you have an older or underpowered Android phone. Firefox for Android also supports tab navigation, and you can sync between the mobile app and Firefox on your desktop, to
pick up on one device where you left off on the other. Opera Mobile and Opera MiniOpera have two mobile browsers: the Opera Mobile (12 MB) and the smallest (767KO) Opera Mini. Opera Mini sends your page requests to a server, which compresses the pages before transmitting them to your device,
making it space-saving browser much faster than Opera Mobile. For its part, Opera Mobile does a better job than Opera Mini rendering pages so they look at how they would do it on your desktop. Opera browsers don't hold add-ons, but these two Opera apps allow you to sync your mobile bookmarks with
Opera's desktop version, and both allow tab navigation. Chrome for Android BetaIf you have an Android smartphone that runs Ice Cream Sandwich, Chrome for Android could be a good choice. Mobile Chrome supports tabbed tabbed but it doesn't support flash plug-ins at all. Instead, you'll find some
advanced HTML 5 features, as well as syncing with bookmarks and settings in your desktop browser. Although Chrome for Android doesn't yet offer extensions, it will probably support additional features in the future. With the Tor web browser, you can browse the entire web anonymously without worrying
about sites tracking your personal data. If you take your Privacy on the Internet seriously, you should know how to use Tor on Android. The information in this article applies to all Android smartphones and tablets. Tor works by encrypting and distributing incoming and outgoing traffic through a series of
virtual tunnels. The Tor network was originally created by the U.S. Navy. Today, it is run by daily users around the world. The main advantage of using Tor is that it allows you to remain anonymous online while allowing you to reach destinations that may be blocked or banned on your original network.
Another common reason to use Tor is to prevent sites from determining your physical location. While most browsers have tools to prevent websites from tracking your online behavior, this feature is still enabled in Tor by default. Tor Project Just because you're on the Tor network doesn't mean your actions
will always be anonymous. There is no guarantee of complete privacy on the Internet. The Tor browser for Android is available for free in the Google Play Store. Install the Tor browser via Google Play on your smartphone or tablet. Launch the Tor app and tap Connect to the screen with the Tor browser
logo. The ability to take screenshots is disabled in the Tor browser due to the app's security policy. The Tor browser will attempt to establish a connection with the Tor network. If successful, the about:tor page will appear and you can start browsing. Enter a URL or keyword in the address bar at the top of
the screen. If the site you visited uses cookies, you will receive a message asking if you would like to accept them. Some websites will not work as expected if cookies are not allowed. Although the Tor browser uses the Tor network for anonymity and privacy purposes, it stores browsing history and other
user-specific information locally on your device. To prevent this data from being recorded, log in for a private browsing session. Launch the Tor browser app and tap the three dots in the top right corner of the screen. Tap New Private Tab. A new tab opens with the private browsing mode enabled. Your
search history, cookies and other potentially sensitive data will not be stored in the Tor browser's Internet cache. If you browse the web with the Tor browser in its default state (not in private browsing mode), a log of the websites you visit with other data can be stored on your device. This is as follows to
remove Tor browsing data from your Android device. Launch the Tor browser app and tap the three dots at the top right screen. Tap Settings. Tap Clear Private Data. A list of privacy options will appear. Place a check mark next to each category you want to remove (for example, search history), then tap
Clear Data. A confirmation message indicating that your private data has been deleted should appear briefly at the bottom of the screen. In each of our eight installments over as many weeks, we'll follow the technologies, handsets, people and events that have shaped Android throughout its lives, bringing
you a unique insight into a platform used by more than a billion people. We'll see how Android has gone from a scrappy start-up to a dominant position on the mobile landscape, while pushing into new product areas like wearables and automotive - and how fortunes have changed in the mobile cut-throat
business over the past eight years. Android didn't happen. The origins of the world's dominant mobile operating system date back to the beginning of the previous decade. In the first part of our Android History series, we look back on the oldest origins of the OS, the path to the launch of the original Android



phone, the T-Mobile G1, and some of the influences that shaped the early days of Android. And let's take a rare look at one of the first Android prototypes that never saw the light of day. READ MORE: Android Pre-History Part 2: Android's Early Days In our second installment, we'll be watching the first year
of Android on the market, from the launch of the T-Mobile G1 in late 2008 to the first break-up hits for Android the following year, with comments from a leading mobile executive. We will examine the impact of the G1 launch, the nuts and bolts of the open-source model of Android and the first UI designs,
and the partnership with Verizon that gave us Droid. READ MORE: Android's Early Days Part 3: Android Makes It Big In the third part of our Android History series, we follow the progress of Android as it makes it great in the mobile world, with devices like the HTC EVO, HTC and Samsung Desire Galaxy
Galaxy S sweeping the OS to a dominant position. And we're going to review the start of Google's Nexus program, which brought a pure Google phone to consumers, directly from their Mountain View headquarters, for the first time. We will also look at the first large Android tablet, and the growing rivalry
between Google and Apple in the mobile space. READ MORE: Android Makes It Big Part 4: Android is Transformed By the end of 2010 Android had become a force to rely on smartphones. The following year would see Google's OS properly branch into tablets with the (but unfortunate) Honeycomb-centric
slate before bringing together the phone and tablet branches in Ice Cream Sandwich, the biggest change to Android in its history to date. With ICS came an entirely new visual style, and a stronger focus on design. And thanks to a partnership with Samsung, Android 4.0 debuted on a phone with a major
technical step to its name. In the fourth part of the series, we explore a one year filled with new types of Android devices, and a whole new design language. READ MORE: Android is transformed Part 5: The rise of Samsung With the arrival of Android 4.0, Google's OS was beginning to look like a mature
platform. The release of Ice Cream Sandwich gave phone and tablet manufacturers a really solid foundation to build at the top, and that's exactly what we saw in 2012. In the fifth part of our series on the history of Android, we will see how Samsung began to become a dominant force in the Android space,
doing the battle with Apple in the process. And let's review how Google addressed some of Android's long-standing weaknesses through Android 4.1 Jelly Bean and Google Play Services. And a bonus interview with Steve Kondik of Cyanogen gives a unique perspective on the history of Android. Part 6:
The Jelly Bean Era Of all the dubbed versions of Android, Jelly Bean was with us the longest. It was an important moment for Android's maturity as a platform, with Google making the OS smoother and more stable on a wide range of devices, while laying the groundwork for future developments like
Android Wear. In the sixth part of the series, we'll see how fierce competition among phone manufacturers in the Jelly Bean era has brought us some of the most unique, beautiful and capable devices yet. Let's take a look at how Google has tried (and failed) to bring Android stocks to a wider audience with
the unfortunate Google Play publishing program. And we're going to revisit the rise of wearables, including the first mass android smartwatch, the Samsung Galaxy Gear. READ MORE: The Jelly Bean Era Part 7: Android Everywhere When you dominate the world of smartphones and successfully carve a
niche against Apple in the tablet space, where do you go next? In 2014, the answer for Android was everywhere. In the space of twelve months, Android has exploded on laptops, TVs (again, after the unfortunate push of Google TV), cars and even Chromebooks. Android was quickly going to be Google's
mobile OS to any OS in the company. In the seventh part of our Android History series, we'll look at how Google has pushed Android into new frontiers. We will examine the evolution of fortunes in the world of smartphones, as Samsung stumbles and LG rises. And we'll see how Lollipop and a new batch of
Nexus devices have set the stage for the third age of Android. READ MORE: Android Everywhere In the latest installment (for now) of our Android History series, we look at the third age of Android. As smartphone hardware begins to plateau, we see important new mid-range devices stealing the show and
Android cameras at the end proving the potential of mobile photography. And in a year of transformation for Google, we look at the company's path to being a mobile operator with Project Fi, as well as its re-organization under the conglomerate Alphabet and the new CEO of Google Sundar Pichai. READ
MORE: Android's third age
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